
Syllabus: MA 110 — Finite Mathematics 1

Course Description. (3 semester hours) An overview of topics in finite mathematics and
applications of mathematics for the liberal arts student. Topics always covered include
counting, permutations, combinations, basic probability, conditional probability, descriptive
statistics, binomial and normal distributions, and statistical inference. Additional topics, dif-
fering by course section, will be selected, including some from the following list: set theory;
symbolic logic; matrices, applications to Markov chains and decision theory; linear program-
ming; graph theory, applications to routing and scheduling; voting methods; weighted voting;
fair division; apportionment; game theory; patterns of growth and form; geometric growth;
geometric symmetry and patterns; linear, power law, and exponential models.

Materials. Textbook: Excursions in Modern Mathematics, Tannenbaum, 5th edition, Pear-
son, 2004. Locally developed supplements, principally for mathematical experiments and
projects.

Prerequisites. High school algebra II and geometry (or equivalent, such as MA 102: In-
termediate Algebra).

Objectives.

• Draw on and enhance the students’ algebraic, geometric, and arithmetic skills, while
exploring how these skills can be employed to model and to solve a variety of problems.

• Develop the capacity to read technical material critically.

• Develop the capacity to engage in logical and quantitative thinking.

• Bring to the nonspecialist the excitement of mathematical thinking.

Assessment Procedures. Student achievement will be assessed by several measures:
graded daily or weekly homework exercises, short weekly quizzes, several projects or mathe-
matical experiments, two or three major tests per term, and a final examination. A numerical
grade is given on each item.

Grading Policy. Student achievement on the items assessed will be used to determine the
final grade. The percentage of the final numerical grade (0-100 scale) each item counts may
vary by course section within the following parameters: final exam (20%-40%), tests (30%-
45%), quizzes (10%-20%), labs and projects (10%-20%), homework (10%-20%). Final letter
grades are assigned traditionally: A (90-100), B (80-89), C (70-79), D (60-69), F (below 60),
subject to the instructor’s judgement.
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Course Outline

Topics

1 Voting: majority; plurality and the Condorcet criterion; Borda count and in-
dependence of irrelevant alternatives; sequential voting, Hare system, Pareto
condition, monotonicity; paradox of voting, Arrow’s impossibilty theorem.

2 Weighted voting: notation, voting blocs; Banzhaf power index; equivalent
voting systems, modeling voting systems; Shapley-Shubik power index.

3 Descriptive statistics: describing distributions, center and spread: median,
quartiles, interquartile range, five-number-summary; mean and standard de-
viation; scatterplots and regression lines.

4 Counting: permutations and combinations; classical probability: count-
ing equally likely outcomes; probability models: sample space, probability
assignment.

5 Conditional probability: Bayes’ theorem; binomial distribution; the mean-
ing of “random,” sampling distributions, normal distributions, statistical
inference.

6 Fair division: fair share; discrete methods: sealed bids, markers; continuous
methods: divide and choose, lone divider.

7 Apportionment: methods of apportionment, quota; apportionment para-
doxes; Balinski and Young’s Impossibility Theorem

The course outline provided is only a sample, since some of the topics are selections and
may vary by section. (The sample shown is perhaps social-science directed.) Three or four
major tests. Quizzes, projects, labs, and homework assignments are usually weekly or more
frequent.


